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Overview:

Sample & Hold is a circuit that samples voltage and holds the value until sampling again. In 
synthesis, this circuit is often employed by sampling noise to generate random stepped values. 
Sample & Hold (S&H) can be applied to any signal for other musical purposes, such as 
sampling a sequence to restructure the rhythm of the sequence. S&H is especially useful when 
combining melodic information with a rhythmic source that does not share the same pattern, to 
avoid accidental “bleed through” of the melodic source’s inherent rhythm. 


MIDI Sample & Hold Max For Live Devices are intended to offer this capability for MIDI note 
messages allowing the user to use pitch and rhythm from two separate sources to combine 
into new MIDI messages in real time. There are four devices:


-MIDI S&H Pitch Out: This device sends pitch information to the other MIDI S&H devices on 
the designated channel.  


-MIDI S&H Pitch In Chord: This devices receives pitch information from MIDI S&H Pitch Out 
and constructs new MIDI note messages combining sampled pitch information and rhythms 
received on the MIDI track. MIDI S&H Pitch In Chord will play all received pitches 
simultaneously up to six voices. 


-MIDI S&H Pitch In Voice Select: This devices functions similarly to MIDI S&H Pitch In Chord 
except that it will only use the designated chord voice’s pitch and not the whole chord. 


-MIDI S&H Pitch In Cycle: This device function similarly to MIDI S&H Pitch In Voice Select 
except that it cycles through all current chord voices with each MIDI note-on message. 


Functionality:




-MIDI S&H Pitch Out: Use this device on a MIDI track that contains 
your pitch source. Note that this MIDI channel does not need to route 
MIDI output to function. The MIDI S&H devices communicate within 
Max, so no additional routing is necessary. 


Use the pull down selector to choose a channel on which to send 
pitch information out. The Pitch In device(s) will need to be set to 
receive on the same channel to function. Having several channels 
available allows for the potential to send and receive multiple pitch 
sources while keeping them separated from one another. 




-MIDI S&H Pitch In Chord: Use this 
device on a MIDI track that will 
receive your desired MIDI rhythmic 
source. Select the channel that 
corresponds to the desired MIDI 
S&H Pitch Out instance’s channel. 
The Note duration knob determines 
the length of the constructed MIDI 
notes in milliseconds. Use the range 
slider to restrict what pitches can be 
included in the chords. This is 
helpful for creating range guidelines 
when receiving an extreme range of 
pitches, or to facilitate arrangement 
with multiple instruments. 




-MIDI S&H Pitch In Voice Select: Like MIDI S&H 
Pitch In Chord, use this device on a MIDI track that 
receives your desired rhythmic source. MIDI S&H 
Pitch In Voice Select will only play one pitch when 
receiving a chord. The voice is determined by the 
Chord Voice Select Slider. The slider’s range will 
adapt to the number of active chord notes, up to six 
notes. Try modulating the Chord Voice Selector in 
real time!





-MIDI S&H Pitch In Cycle: 
Similar to an arpeggiator, this 
device will cycle through all 
current pitch values with every 
note-on message received on the 
MIDI track. Use the direction 
selector to determine the 
direction of the cycling, and use 
the reset button to reset to the 
lowest current voice. Think of this 
device as an arpeggiator whose 
rhythm / clock is completely open 
ended. 




Example Set Up:

The following configuration is the most basic set up to get started with MIDI S&H devices. The 
left MIDI track uses the MIDI S&H Pitch Out device and the right MIDI track uses any of the 
MIDI S&H Pitch In devices. The Pitch In track in the picture below will use incoming rhythm 
from the computer keyboard to construct new MIDI note messages using the pitch values 
received from the sequence in the Pitch Out track. 


 




If this is the sequenced to be sampled: 


And this is the incoming MIDI from the computer keyboard:


The resulting MIDI output would look like this with MIDI S&H Pitch In Chord:


Resulting output with MIDI S&H Pitch In Voice Select (Chord Voice Selector set to 1):




Resulting output with MIDI S&H Pitch In Cycle (Direction set to Up):


Detailed Information

It’s important to note that the MIDI note values of the rhythmic component used for output are 
arbitrary. However, velocity of the rhythmic component will be applied to the resulting MIDI 
output. Consider using MIDI notes of the rhythmic values strategically to access different S&H 
devices in distinct ranges. For instance, the example below would allocate single note (bass), 
chord (midrange), and cycling (treble) playback of sampled MIDI based on the pitch of the 
rhythmic component’s MIDI note allowing for a highly flexible approach to rearranging the pitch 
sequence.  




If no notes are currently active in the Pitch Out path, the Pitch In devices will keep the most 
recently active pitches until new pitches are received. This simplifies creation of sequences for 
sampling, not requiring note lengths to be precisely connected to connect a phrase of chords. 
For example, The following two sequences will create the same resulting pitch samples.


In the case of differing duration of notes occurring simultaneously, note length will impact 
resulting pitch output, making it intuitive to add and remove pitches from the sampled set. In 
the example below, F3 will be sampled for the entire measure, while G3 will be added to 
sample set for beat 2 only.




A basic demonstration of the devices can be viewed at this link: https://youtu.be/nBqeT5-Gx7o


https://youtu.be/nBqeT5-Gx7o

